
First day of an hour Orientation presenta-
tion followed by an hour longTelehphone 
Etiquette training. After which, the trainee 
will be shadowing another agent for the rest 
of their shift.

Day 3 consists of a two hour long 
presentation for Registrar. After which 
the trainee will again be shadowing a 
seasoned agent.

Day 5 will consist of an hour long 
Bursars presentation. The trainee will 
then shadow a seasoned agent one 
last time.

Day 4 will consist of a two hour 
long Financial Aid presentation. 
The remainder of the day will 
consist of shawdowing another 
agent.

Day 2 will consist of an hour long Admissions 
presentation followed by an hour long 
Testing presentation. After which, the trainee 
will again be paired with a seasoned agent to 
shadow on calls.

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Orientation/Telephone Etiquette

Admissions/Testing Financial Aid

Registrar

Bursars

Week #1 of Training

**NOTE: This timeline assumes the trainee is present every day or for the majority of the 
work week. Length of training may vary depending on trainee’s availability and how well 
they perform on the evaluation. This timeline also assumes that the call volume of the call 
center is low. In the event that the call queue has elevated to where more sta� attention is 
needed, the training will then be temporarily put on hold until the queue has returned to a 
normal state.

Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10

Swapping

Week #2 of Training

 
- Now that the trainee has gained general knowledge from the previous week, it is time to 
begin  “Swapping”. The agent will again be paired up with a seasoned agent, only this time 
they will be taking calls interchangeably between themselves for the entire week. 
(Ex: “I will take this one, and you will take the next one.”)

Swapping

Swapping

Swapping

Swapping

- Week one will mainly consist of an Orientation presentation along with presentations in 
Telephone Etiquette, Admissions, Testing, Registrar, Financial Aid, and Bursars. After the 
presentation, the trainee will then “Shadow” a seasoned agent, which simply consists of 
listening in on the agents calls to get a grasp of the call �ow and gain a general knowledge.

Day 11 Day 12 Day 13 Day 14 Day 15

Stand-in

Day 16* Day 17* Day 18* Day 19* Day 20*

Shadowing

Week #3 of Training (Final Week)

 

Swapping

Swapping

SECOND EVALUATION!

Stand-in

- Now that the trainee has gotten the feel of the of how the call �ow works, its time to take the trai-
ning wheels o� and to begin the “Stand-in” where the trainee will take calls completley on their 
own. They will of course still be with a seasoned agent who will be listening in on their calls and 
intervene if they notice any errors on the trainee’s part.  Intervention may include, mutting the 
phone to quickly assist, or have the trainee “transfer” the caller to a supervisor (which in this case is 
the seasoned agent). This will continue for the rest of the week with an evaluation on the �nal day. 

Stand-in

Stand-in

EVALUATION DAY!

Stand-in

- In the event the trainee scores low on the evaluation, another week will be added to the training 
where we will pin point and focus on their weaknesses. Depending on what is needed for the trai-
nee and the general needs assessment from the training team, any combination of the SSS techni-
ques (Shadowing, Swapping, and Stand-in) may be implemented this week. Another evaluation will 
be given on the �nal day.

**Week #4 of Training (Bonus Week)**

This is the last day of training. If they receive a 
high score on their evaluation, they are now a 
full-�edged agent. If they receive a low score, 
another score will be added to their training. 
**Note: ONLY Members of the training team 
are authorized to administer an evaluation to 
a trainee

 

 

CONGRATULATIONS!!!
You are now a full-�edged Agent!

Training Timeline (3-4 weeks)
Meet the Training Team:

Supervisors:
Brigitte Williams

Senior Agents:
Norris Girdy (Team Lead)

Junior Agents:
Brandon Rafael 
Farjana Akhter
Laalah Stewart 
Yanique Black
Miguel Collymore

HAPPY CALLING!

Passing Score:
Senior Agent - 95%
Junior Agent - 85%

We are the proud team that prepares BMCC’s �rst line of communication, the Enrollment 
Call Center. We specialize in cross departamental training, de-escalation, pre & post testing, 

and evaluating both new and current Enrollment Call Center sta�.

Created by: Norris Girdy

***BONUS SECTION!!!***

11 new sta� joined between September and 
January

Currently, 5 of those 
sta� members 

remain

3 of those sta� members 
completeled the training 

within 2 weeks

5 of those sta� members 
had prior Customer Service 

Experience

Quick Statistics

The End

For their �rst week, new trainees will �rst be put on a “training schedule” which is Mon-
day-Friday from 10am-4pm (May vary depending on the trainee’s availability).  The trai-
nee will then begin their regular shift schedule from the second week onward. Throu-

ghout these three weeks, the training team will be utilizing the SSS techniques
(Shadowing, Swapping, and Stand-in).

***NOTE: The passing scores listed above do not indicate the score needed to become a junior 
or senior agent. Those are the scores EXPECTED of  a junior and/or senior agent. A trainee will be 
given the title junior or senior agent depending on which position they have applied for. NOT 
the evaluation score.

Training Schedule


